
PLAYING THE CITY OF HEMLOCH 

The City of Hemloch is a two player game set in the world of Hemloch.  Throughout the game, players will grow their collection of 
Minions, and use those Minions to assert Influence across the city’s four Districts.  The game is played over a series of 8 Days 
(rounds). Each Day, one of the four Districts will be unavailable, but will provide cards that the players can acquire.  
 
Each day, beginning with the start player (the player with the Day deck), each player will draw cards from their deck will gain 3 
actions to play those cards: either to a district for influence (and possibly an ability) or to gain more cards.  
 
Each player has their own deck and discard. 
 
At the end of the game, players gain Districts (worth 2 points each) based on their Influence at the different Districts, gain points 
for the cards in their deck, as well as points equal to the Influence Value of the cards in their deck belonging to their House. 
 
 
 

GAME SETUP 

Give each player one starting deck (one player receives the day deck and the other the night deck. These decks are identical 
aside from their backs).  
 

Shuffle together the 4 House cards and deal 1 to each player face down. These are kept secret from the other player. Return the 
remaining 2 to the side of the play area.  
 

Separate each District deck, and shuffle those decks individually, forming 4 District decks that are placed in a row between the 
players.  Unless otherwise stated, these decks are always face down. 
 

Determine a start player for the game using whatever method the players agree on. The start player Takes the eight Day cards, 
shuffles them, and forms the face down Day deck in their play area.  
 

Each player draws the top card of each District deck. Beginning with the start player, each player places two of those cards on 
their side of up to two Districts face up, and returns the other two to the top of the appropriate District deck.  
 

Then, the game begins.  

Minion/District Cards  
Players will play these Minion cards to their side of one of the four District decks to gain 
Influence, or will use them to gain more Minions. At the end of the game, the player with 
the highest Influence will gain Districts.  Each Minion belongs to one of four Houses 
(indicated by the Icon) and has an Influence Value of 0-3.  Players also gain points for 
the cards in their decks at the end of the game. 
 

The back of each Minion Card is one of four Districts.  Each District offers an Ability if a 
Minion of the appropriate House is played there.  Additionally, each District grants  
bonus Influence to Minions of the appropriate House played there. 
 

Note that the five cards of each player’s starting deck feature only Influence 0 cards, 
and the back of these cards do not feature a District. 

Day Cards 
These cards dictate what District will  
produce cards for the players to acquire, 
as well as being unable to play Minion 
cards to that Location, for the current day. 
 

Once all 8 Day cards have been revealed, 
the game ends. 

House Cards 
Each player is dealt one of these cards at 
the beginning of the game.  Each card 
shows one of the four House Icons.  At the 
end of the game, players will score points 
for the Minion cards in their deck that have 
their House card’s Icon on them. 

Almost all Minions bear one of the above House Icons.  House Icons are important for acquiring cards, using abilities, and  
possibly for end game scoring.  Note that any card that does not have a House Icon is treated as a wild card for the purposes of 

acquiring cards, activating District Abilities, or gaining bonus Influence from a District. 



A Day 
A Day begins with the start player revealing the top card of the Day deck. Each Day card shows one of the four Districts. The 
start player flips the indicated District deck face up and places the top three cards from that deck Minion side up to the side of the 
play area.   These 3 cards, as well as the top most Minion card of the District deck are the cards that will be available to the  
players this Day. 
 

Each player shuffles their hand, discard, and deck, draws 3 cards forming their hands, and places their remaining cards in a face 
up discard.  Each player has their own deck and discard. 
 

Beginning with the start player each player takes 1 action: either Conspire, Hire, or Influence. Players continue taking actions 
until the other player has taken 3 Actions.  There is no limit to the number a times a player may use a specific Action over the 
course of the Day.   
 

Conspire: The player discards one Minion from their hand and moves an available Minion of the same House as the discarded 
Minion to their discard.  
 

Hire: The player discards any two Minions from their hand and moves any one available Minion to their hand. 
 

Influence: The player plays a Minion from their hand to their side of a District deck.  If the played Minion’s House Icon matches 
the District’s Ability House Icon, the player gets to use that District’s Ability.  Abilities are mandatory, and must be carried out to 
the best of the player’s ability.  Cards played to a player’s side of a District remain there for the entirety of the game, unless 
moved by an Ability.  Note that while any Minion may be played to any District, regardless of House Icons on either cards, play-
ers may find it advantageous to play certain Minions to certain Districts. 
 

District Abilities in Detail 
The Alley Maze Ability: Exchange 1 played card with 1 card from your hand. 
This allows the player to exchange 1 Minion card in their hand for any other Minion that has been played to a District, regardless 
if that Minion is on their side of the Districts or not. 
 

The Courtyard Ability: Move 1 card in another District to the player’s hand. 
This allows the player to move 1 of their played Minions to their hand, or move 1 of the other player’s played Minions to the other 
player’s hand. 
 

The Boneyard Ability: Move 1 card from a District to another District. 
This allows the player to move 1 Minion from a District to another District (even if it is that District’s Day and it is Minion side up).  
This does not change the side of a District that the Minion is on. 
 

The Spires Ability: Move 1 card from your discard to your hand. 
This allows the player to move 1 of their Minion cards from their discard to their hand. 
 

End of the Day 
After each player has taken 3 Actions, any remaining, unoccupied Minion cards are returned to their deck.  If there are any cards 
remaining in the Day deck, it passes to the other player, and a new Day occurs.  If there are no cards remaining, Week’s End 
occurs. 
 

WEEK’S END, ENDING THE GAME, & SCORING 

When Week’s End occurs, the players move any cards remaining in their hands to their discards. 
 

Then, beginning with any District, players compare the Influence of their played Minions at that District.  The player with the most 
Influence gains a number of District cards from that District equal to the difference in Influence between the two players.  Gained 
Influence cards are placed in the player’s play area next to their discard.  Repeat this process until all four Districts have been 
resolved.  Note that Minions played to the Districts remain at the Districts even after they have been resolved. 
 

In the event of a tie, neither player gains any District cards.  In the event that a player would gain more Districts than the number 
that remain, the player only gains what District cards remain. 
 
Example: Dan has a total of 9 Influence at The Spires District.  Kellen has 5 Influence.  Dan would gain 4 The Spires District 
cards.  However, there are only 3 remaining.  Dan gains the 3 The Spires District cards that remain. 
 

Each District that a player gains is worth 2 points. 
 

Then, each player gains 1 point for each card in their deck. 
 

Finally, each player reveals their House card.  Each player gains a number of points equal to the Influence value of the cards in 
their deck that have the same House Icon as their House card. 
 
Example: Liz has 7 cards in her deck.  She would gain 7 points.  She has 3 cards in her deck that match her House card’s Icon.  
These are a card with Influence Value of 2 and two cards with Influence Values of 3.  She would gain an additional 8 points. 
 

The player with the most points wins.  In the event of a tie, the player with the most Districts wins the tie. 
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